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EPG’s research framework: Analyzing the co-evolution 
of policy with technological change
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Energy sector

PolicyPolitics Technological Change
(Innovation, Diffusion, Finance)

We are an interdisciplinary team of 
engineers, economists, and political 
scientists
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Financing is more relevant for low-carbon energy 
technologies, due to their higher capital intensity
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Note: Assumes 5% cost of debt, 10% cost of equity,
data based on Schmidt, 2014 (Nature Clim. Change)
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The four papers of this talk and their key messages
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Main messages

• The cost of capital for 
project-financed 
renewable energy 
assets has fallen 
substantially over the 
last 15 years

• We detect a financing 
experience curve 
(investors also learn)

Main messages

• “Green” state 
investment banks (SIBs) 
help in overcoming 
investors’ aversion 
against new energy 
assets

• SIBs found to crowd-in 
private finance rather 
than crowd-out

Main messages

• Multilateral development 
banks (MDBs) have 
“greened” their power 
generation portfolios to 
very different extents

• MDBs’ public sector 
branches are typically 
less “green” than their 
private sector branches

Main messages

• Renewable energy 
assets heavily rely on 
non-recourse project 
finance (vs. corporate 
finance for conventional 
plants)

• Key driver is debt 
overhang of fast-
growing new entrants
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Project finance: A niche of capital markets, but not for RE
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Financing of new project on the balance 
sheet of the sponsor
 Using assets and cash flows from 

existing firm to guarantee additional 
credit provided by lenders

 Cost of capital determined by sponsor 
solidity

Corporate Finance (CF) Project Finance (PF)

Creating a special purpose vehicle
(SPV) to incorporate new project
 No guarantee from sponsor’s assets, 

lenders depend on cash flows of new 
project alone

 Cost of capital cost determined by 
project cash flows and risks

Classical economic motivations for PF do not hold for renewables in OECD countries

Thus study addresses research questions:
1. How important is project finance for renewable energy projects in developed, low-risk countries?
2. What are the drivers and underlying reasons to use project finance in such settings?

Steffen, B. (2018), The importance of project finance for renewable energy projects, Energy Economics (69), 280–294.
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Quantitative analysis of extreme low-risk case DE
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Data: Utility-scale projects 2010–2015Case selection: Germany

Polar type sampling: DE as extreme 
example of low-risk environment for 
renewables
 «Best-in-class» as per UNDP
 Well-developed capital markets

Analysis of new dataset, combining 
asset list from grid regulator with 
financial info from trade register
 Showing finance structure in population
 Regression analysis to identify drivers

Steffen, B. (2018), The importance of project finance for renewable energy projects, Energy Economics (69), 280–294.
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Results: High share of PF for RE, driven by new players

14
Steffen, B. (2018), The importance of project finance for renewable energy projects, Energy Economics (69), 280–294.

Renewables with much lower risk than 
fossil fuels – still, use more project finance
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Key reason: small balance sheets 
of new players in industry

Results from regression analysis on rationales to 
use project finance

1. Contamination risk

2. Debt overhang
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Negative financial 
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existing business

4. Information asymmetry
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5. Agency owners & mgrs

(Further) market 
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Considerations 
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The four papers of this talk and their key messages
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Main messages

• The cost of capital for 
project-financed 
renewable energy 
assets has fallen 
substantially over the 
last 15 years

• We detect a financing 
experience curve 
(investors also learn)

Main messages

• “Green” state 
investment banks (SIBs) 
help in overcoming 
investors’ aversion 
against new energy 
assets

• SIBs found to crowd-in 
private finance rather 
than crowd-out

Main messages

• Multilateral development 
banks (MDBs) have 
“greened” their power 
generation portfolios to 
very different extents

• MDBs’ public sector 
branches are typically 
less “green” than their 
private sector branches

Main messages

• Renewable energy 
assets heavily rely on 
non-recourse project 
finance (vs. corporate 
finance for conventional 
plants)

• Key driver is debt 
overhang of fast-
growing new entrants
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Literature lacked an analysis of the financing cost dynamics of 
renewables
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1. How and why did solar PV and wind onshore financing conditions in DE change 
over time?

2. What is the effect of these changes on their generation costs (LCOE)?

Our research questions

Challenges:
 Scarce data, as financial details of project finance deals not disclosed
 For “why” part: Interest rate levels affected by multitude of drivers
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Egli, F., Steffen, B., Schmidt, T. S. (2018). A dynamic analysis of financing conditions for renewable energy technologies. Nature Energy, available online

We focus on Germany and use a mixed-method approach, 
taking four steps

1

2

3

4

Descriptive: Elicitation and mapping of project finance data
 Cost of equity, cost of debt/debt margin
 Leverage, loan tenor, debt service coverage ratio

Qualitative: Investor interviews to identify drivers for changes
 Semi-structured interviews, grounded theory-type coding of arguments

Quantitative: Regression analysis for experience curves
 Various specifications of dependent and independent variables

Model-based: Split-up of LCOE into technology cost effects
 Calibration of levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) in different settings
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Egli, F., Steffen, B., 
Schmidt, T. S. (2018). 
A dynamic analysis of 
financing conditions 
for renewable energy 
technologies. Nature 
Energy, available 
online
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Egli, F., Steffen, B., Schmidt, T. S. (2018). A dynamic analysis of financing conditions for renewable energy technologies. Nature Energy, available online

Economy

Renewable 
energy 
sector

Renewable 
energy 

financing 
industry

Drivers of changes in financing conditions

 Capital markets: Low-cost liquidity, few 
investment alternatives, low return 
expectations

 Banks: Low-cost refinancing, low bank fees, 
preference for project finance

 Availability of performance data: 
Accumulated operation experience of RET 
assets

 Technology reliability: Proven track record 
of technology, low default rates of projects

 Support policies: Regulatory environment, 
e.g. introduction of exposure to market risks

 Learning by doing: In-house RET 
knowledge, better risk assessment and due 
diligence processes

 Investment ecosystem: Standardised 
investment structures, frame contracts, 
partner networks

 Market entry of investors: New investor 
types (e.g., large banks, insurers, pension 
funds), increasing investor competition

Level

Drivers specific to 
RET deployment 
and financing

Drivers related to 
general economic 
development

Step 2: We detect drivers on 3 levels
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Egli, F., Steffen, B., Schmidt, T. S. (2018). A dynamic analysis of financing conditions for renewable energy technologies. Nature Energy, available online

Step 3: We estimate the experience and general interest 
rate effects
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Egli, F., Steffen, B., Schmidt, T. S. (2018). A dynamic analysis of financing conditions for renewable energy technologies. Nature Energy, available online

Step 4: We identify the effect of the CoC dynamics on 
the LCOE
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The four papers of this talk and their key messages
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Main messages

• The cost of capital for 
project-financed 
renewable energy 
assets has fallen 
substantially over the 
last 15 years

• We detect a financing 
experience curve 
(investors also learn)

Main messages

• “Green” state 
investment banks (SIBs) 
help in overcoming 
investors’ aversion 
against new energy 
assets

• SIBs found to crowd-in 
private finance rather 
than crowd-out

Main messages

• Multilateral development 
banks (MDBs) have 
“greened” their power 
generation portfolios to 
very different extents

• MDBs’ public sector 
branches are typically 
less “green” than their 
private sector branches

Main messages

• Renewable energy 
assets heavily rely on 
non-recourse project 
finance (vs. corporate 
finance for conventional 
plants)

• Key driver is debt 
overhang of fast-
growing new entrants
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SIB: We compare three state investment banks in DE, UK, AU
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Geddes, A., Schmidt, T.S., Steffen, B. (2018), The multiple roles of state investment banks in low-carbon energy finance: An analysis of Australia, the UK and Germany, Energy Policy 115, 158–170.
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Qualitative case study allows to identify effective mechanisms
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Geddes, A., Schmidt, T.S., Steffen, B. (2018), The multiple roles of state investment banks in low-carbon energy finance: An analysis of Australia, the UK and Germany, Energy Policy 115, 158–170.

Case selection and method

Comparative study of 3 cases
 Industrialized countries w/ SIB 

heavily involved in RE finance
 GIB in UK, and CEFC in AU: 

Green SIB on national level, with 
5 years track record

 KfW in DE: Not exclusively green 
SIB, but largest RE investor 

Data iteratively analyzed
 Semi-structured interviews with 

56 interviews from investors (SIB 
and others) and developers

 Qualitative content analysis to 
identify key themes by mapping 
developer demands to bank 
offerings
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Results: SIBs take four key roles, well beyond capital provision
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Geddes, A., Schmidt, T.S., Steffen, B. (2018), The multiple roles of state investment banks in low-carbon energy finance: An analysis of Australia, the UK and Germany, Energy Policy 115, 158–170.

A. Capital Provision and 
De-risking Roles
 Direct funding for crucial gaps, 

concessional or commercial terms
 De-risking instruments 

(e.g., guarantees)

C. Signaling Role
 SIB reputation crowding-in private 

equity and debt
 “SIB participation signal” with 

effect on financing cost

B. Educational Role
 Specialist internal expertise 

(e.g. accurately assessing risks)
 Financial innovation 

and standardization

D. First or Early Mover
 Early movers with respect to new 

technologies (in the country), new 
deal structures, 
new manufacturers 
and developers
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The four papers of this talk and their key messages
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Main messages

• The cost of capital for 
project-financed 
renewable energy 
assets has fallen 
substantially over the 
last 15 years

• We detect a financing 
experience curve 
(investors also learn)

Main messages

• “Green” state 
investment banks (SIBs) 
help in overcoming 
investors’ aversion 
against new energy 
assets

• SIBs found to crowd-in 
private finance rather 
than crowd-out

Main messages

• Multilateral development 
banks (MDBs) have 
“greened” their power 
generation portfolios to 
very different extents

• MDBs’ public sector 
branches are typically 
less “green” than their 
private sector branches

Main messages

• Renewable energy 
assets heavily rely on 
non-recourse project 
finance (vs. corporate 
finance for conventional 
plants)

• Key driver is debt 
overhang of fast-
growing new entrants
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MDB: Multilateral dev. banks are major investors in power plants
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Power generation pathway of developing countries crucial for climate change

Could multilateral development banks (MDB) take the role of SIB in dev. countries?
 Long track record in power generation financing, and toolbox with de-risking and invest instruments
 Ambitious goals for climate finance – yet also competing policy areas and interest
 The role of MDB in financing high- and low-carbon assets is poorly understood

AsDB

AfDB
WB/IFC/MIGA

IsDB IADB

EIB

EBRD

CAF

Global Regional

«South-South»

We conduct bottom-up analysis of 857 projects and programs 2005–15 
+ complementary interviews with 12 experts form 6 MDBs

Source: Steffen, B.;  Schmidt, T.S. (2018). A quantitative analysis of 10 multilateral development banks’ investment in conventional and renewable power-generation technologies from 2006 to 2015. Nature Energy. 
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New RE investment rose from ~10% to ~50% of all MDB 
power generation invest

28
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Total financial commitments (excluding guarantees)
(USD2015 billion)

Share (%)
Renewables
Renewables
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First five-year period Second five-year period

38% 36% 46% 76% 73% 62% 74% 56%

11% 20% 29% 44% 32% 45% 56% 42%

55% 51%

13% 9%

Source: Steffen, B.;  Schmidt, T.S. (2018). A quantitative analysis of 10 multilateral development banks’ investment in conventional and renewable power-generation technologies from 2006 to 2015. Nature Energy. 
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Different patterns – often RE invest “on top” of conventionals
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Total commitment for power generation projects by MDB
USD2015 billion, based on bottom-up analysis of project data
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Source: Steffen, B.;  Schmidt, T.S. (2018). A quantitative analysis of 10 multilateral development banks’ investment in conventional and renewable power-generation technologies from 2006 to 2015. Nature Energy. 
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Stark differences between public and private sector branches
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Financial commitments to power-generation technologies by branches of regional MDBs

Commitment per bank
(USD2015 billion)

10 years 2006–15 
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Source: Steffen, B.;  Schmidt, T.S. (2018). A quantitative analysis of 10 multilateral development banks’ investment in conventional and renewable power-generation technologies from 2006 to 2015. Nature Energy. 
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Wrap-up: Key implications for modelers and policymakers 
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Key implications for policymakers

• Renewables rely on project finance, hence banks are important actors in financing decisions, and cost 
of capital (interest payments & dividends) are project-specific

• Reductions in cost of capital have been a key driver for the lower LCOE of renewables that are 
observed globally, driven both by financing experience and the general interest rate level

• Public banks (such as SIB and MDBs) can be a powerful policy instrument to enhance financing 
conditions and lower cost of capital for new technologies

Key implications for modelers

• For comparably new, capital-intense technologies such as renewables, technology- and time-specific 
cost of capital need to be considered (times of a uniform discount rate should be over)
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Further details – and underlying data – are freely available
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Egli F, Steffen B, Schmidt 
TS (2018), A dynamic 
analysis of financing 
conditions for renewable 
energy technologies, 
Nature Energy

Free read-only access

Geddes, A., Schmidt, T.S., 
Steffen, B. (2018), The 
multiple roles of state 
investment banks in low-
carbon energy finance: An 
analysis of Australia, the 
UK and Germany, Energy 
Policy 115, 158–170.
(free open access)

Source: Steffen, B.;  
Schmidt, T.S. (2018). A 
quantitative analysis of 10 
multilateral development 
banks’ investment in 
conventional and 
renewable power-
generation technologies 
from 2006 to 2015. Nature 
Energy. 
Free read-only access

Project level data 
available

Steffen, B. (2018), The 
importance of project 
finance for renewable 
energy projects, Energy 
Economics (69), 280–294.

Free pre-print version

Project level data 
available

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 730403, as well as from the
European Research Council under grant number 313553. It has also received funding by the Swiss State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) [contract
number 16.0222]. The opinions expressed & arguments employed herein do not necessarily reflect the official views of the Swiss Government. The project was supported by
a seed grant from ETH Zurich foundation.

@ETH_EPG    www.epg.ethz.ch www.innopaths.eu

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-018-0277-y
https://rdcu.be/bbfCi
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2018.01.009
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-018-0280-3
https://rdcu.be/bbfrF
https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b-000289554
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eneco.2017.11.006
https://www.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/energy-politics-group-dam/documents/Journal%20Articles/Steffen%202018_Project%20Finance.pdf
https://ars.els-cdn.com/content/image/1-s2.0-S0140988317303870-mmc1.zip
http://www.epg.ethz.ch/
http://www.innopaths.eu/
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Forthcoming Webinar
Climate services in the finance sector: insights for 
users and providers of climate data and information

December 12, 2018 – h. 11.00 am CET

Speaker: Robin Hamaker-Taylor – Policy and risk analyst, Acclimatise
Discussant: Adriaan Perrels – Finnish Meteorological Institute
Moderator: Jaroslav Mysiak – CMCC, RAAS Division



Thank you for attending this CMCC webinar. 

This webinar was recorded and will be uploaded on CMCC 
Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/CMCCvideo 
and to the CMCC website: www.cmcc.it

If you have any further question about the webinar, please 
email: webinar@cmcc.it 
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